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Open Access at the Max Planck Institute for Polymer Research
Publishing theses on MPG PuRe (Publication Repository)

“The Max Planck Society is bound by the principle of public access to the output of science. This is
the spirit in which the Berlin Declaration was written. I have called upon Max Planck authors to
make their findings available according to the Open Access principles and to be involved in the
establishment of a globally accessible platform of scientific knowledge.”
Peter Gruss, President of the Max Planck Society
The Max Planck Society offers support for authors by operating and further developing a central
publication platform, the MPG PuRe (Publication Repository), where its accumulated research
output can be archived and made publicly available.
The library of the MPI-P is responsible for collecting, cataloguing and archiving every thesis (PhD-,
Master-, Diploma-, i.e.) written by members of our institute. We store a printed version within the
library and publish an electronic version on the MPS Publication Repository.
For this reason we kindly ask you to hand in:
• one printed version of your thesis
• one electronic version of your thesis. You may either send a pdf-file to biblio@mpip-mainz.mpg.de
or upload your file to https://keeper.mpdl.mpg.de/u/d/1b1941f4aa5c4ba3ac0e/
To conform to copyright regulations we also ask you to sign the following agreement.
Sincerely,
Your library team
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Agreement

This agreement is governed by the German Act on Copyright and Related Rights (Copyright Act - Urheberrechtsgesetz)

First name

Name
E-mail
Research group
Project leader
Title of publication

Year of publication

Doctoral/PhD thesis
Bachelor/Master/Diploma thesis
Other

Grant of exploitation rights
I hereby grant to the Max Planck Institute for Polymer Research a non-exclusive right, for an unlimited period of time and
irrevocably, to make the document available to the public (§ 19a UrhG), to produce an archival copy (§ 52 Abs. 2 UrhG)
of the same on the “Max Planck Society Publication Repository”, and to reproduce the document for long-time archiving
purposes. I also grant to the Max Planck Institute for Polymer Research the right to produce a printed edition of the thesis
for library use.

Third-party rights
I declare that no third-party rights (e.g. publishers, collection societies, funding organisations, cooperation with industry)
shall be infringed by the provision of the document and every part thereof (e.g. diagrams). I provide assurance that the
document does not contain personal data of third parties that is subject to data protection. I also provide assurance that I
will immediately notify the Max Planck Institute of Polymer Research in cases of doubt or where legal issues arise in this
regard. I understand that intended applications of patents referring to contents of this thesis will be precluded by previous
publication. I understand that subsequent removal of the document from the Max Planck Society Publication Repository
provides no guarantee that no copy exists on the internet.

Optional blocking of the document
To be completed by the author:
Tick the box, if there is a special request by the author (e.g. publication only after a special release message or
after a pre-defined grace period, or similar). Please indicate the reason below:

Please send us your electronic version (pdf) now, either via e-mail to biblio@mpip-mainz.mpg.de
or upload the file to keeper using the link: https://keeper.mpdl.mpg.de/u/d/1b1941f4aa5c4ba3ac0e/
We will take embargoes into account and we will delay the publication of your dissertation until that time.

Mainz, date: ____________________

Author's signature:

___________________________

Recommendation by the supervisor:
“I have supervised the thesis as part of the course of studies and recommend its publication on the MPG PuRe.” Is there
an embargo for the publication?
No, the document can be published immediately
Yes, the document shall be blocked until:

Mainz, date: ________ Supervisor's name: _____________ Supervisor's signature: _____________

